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Monday, September 8, 1975

Daugette Hall reopens to house M P students
By DEBBIE SKIPPER
Editor
Daugette Hall is being reopened after a
four-year interval to house soldiers
enrolled in the new military police school
at Ft. McClellan and JSU.
The arrival of the military on campus
has caused some consternation among
studentson campus who either anticipate
trouble because of the soldiers presence
or who dislike the idea of having the
military based on a university campus.
But, according to Dr. Ernest Stone,
president of Jacksonville State
University, any fears are groundless.
"The men (to be housed in Dawette)
are just like our freshman boys. Ihey9re
right out of high school," said Stone. He
.added that the soldiers will have to
comply with all campus regulations and
will have a full colonel living in Daugette
with them.
Charles Rowe, vice president of
financid affairs said, "I don't believe
such a fear is well-founded. If the men

m e not entered in the MP school, they
would probably be on some campus
somewhere in the United States."
According to Stone, the leasing of
Daugette-has helped to complete the
move of the military police school to Ft.
McClellan.
"We think we acted very responsibly,"
Stone said. "We've helped to bring 8,000
new jobs to the community."
Fbwe estimates that 5,000 new families
willbelocated in thisarea because of the
MP school.
The lease is in effect for a period of 10
months and may possibly be extended to
12 months, according to Stone.
Both Stone and Rowe stated that the
actual decision to enter into the lase was
b e only after the deadline for filing a
dormitory application had passed.
"We wouldn't have Daugette open at
all if it weren't for the military," said
Stone. "We didn't lease Daugette until
long after the deadline for renting dormitory rooms had passed."

Asked why Ft. McClellan didn't house
these men, Stone said that Ft. McClellan
began constructing new buildings to
house them, but not a l l were complete in
time. "They qeeded more space to
finalize this comblete move," said Stone.
Fbwe said the university could still

."

mitory.
He added that he expects another #)oto
300 men and women on campus by the
fall of 1976.

SGA Senate approves
new committees

oversee salaries, an Am- a curb put in between Lutphitheater Committee and a -11 and Crow to relieve
committee to look into the congestion, one to have the
increase in dorm key last row of parking spaces
adjacent to Merrill painted
deposits from $1 to $5.
In relation to these Com- green and another to inmittees, the senate approved crease the number of perthree appointments. Mike sons on the Traffic CamHumphries was appointed , mittee from 3 to 5.
--approved a motion by
chairman of the Radio
Station Committee and Joe Sindo Mayor that the SGA
Maloney Chairman of the look into the reason why SGA
Amphitheater Committee. Treasurer Sam Stewart
Ron' Bearden, Patti Hobbs cannot receive his monthly
The Chanticleer; Mike SGA secretary; and Jim and Angela Kines were $50 check as treasurer. He is
Sandefk, &udent director of Owen, Joy McClellan, Candy appointed to the special also receiving a check for
mmmittee to look into dorm working as a radio operator
at the University police
key deposits.
Two other appointments st ation.
Also at the meeting, SGA
were approved. Dennis
Pantazis, who served as Vice President R. D.
tenporary chairman of the Downing reported an exIiason Committee during pansion of the entertainment
the summer,was appointed program this year. Included
permanent
chairman. in this program will be exAngela Kines was approved ceptional films run on the
as chairman of the student weekends for which there
discount hook committee. will be a 75 cents--1 dollar
In other business the admiion price. A film will
also be run during the week.
Senate
--passed a resolution by He also announced a concert
Sindo Mayor to have a set for Sept. 12 in conjunction
pgcentage of the profits with the Alabama A & M
from the vending machines g a m e . P a r l i a m e n t
in the dorms redirected to Funkadelics will be perthe dorms for displays and forming.
Dennis Pantazis reported
decorationsfor Homecoming
an the Liason Committee's
and other events.
-approved a motion by actions during the summer.
Robert Smith to allocate Among them is the establish$3500 to the Lyceum Com- ment of a faculty evaluation
mittee to bring a top en- committee with Dean
Students audition for roles in the musical production,
tgtainer to the campus in Montgomery and the new
"The Man of La Mancha." Standingfrom left to right, Don
dropadd procedure which
September.
Pirch, Detroit, Mich.; and Robbie Mason, Lithia Springs,
-approved three motions will be centered in the
Ca. Seated at the piano is Debbie McMahon, Dalton, Ca.
by Ron Bearden, me to have Business Office.
The establ@ent of three
special committees was
approved by the Senate at
the Sept. 2 meeting of the
Student Government
Association.
They were a special Radio
Station Committee to

JSU receives desi'tion
organizations in the area on
By VERONICA PIKE
subjects of a "historical and
Contributing Editor
JSU has been named the patriotic nature
The committee will make
third Bicentennial
University in the state ac- available to the news media
cording to university a series of articles dealing
president Dr. Ernest Stone. with our heritage. This
Most states have one year's Homecoming and
public and one private in- Student Conference on
stitution designated as American Government will
Bicentennial universities. revolve around Bicentennial
Two institutions,
the themes, Smith said.
University of Alabama and
He said he would like to
Samford Uni-lersity already work toward organizing
have been given this honor, tours to historic sites and
g, the JSU designation is
possibly erect a hi&orical
special. The appointments
marker at the site of one of
come from Washington.
the graves of Revolutionary
Larry Smith, director of War soldiers located in
financial aid, did most of the
work on the application for Calhoun County.
the designation. Stone said
Other activities include the
the application promised a
*owing
of historical movies
"sort
of Bicentennial
an
campus
and an arts and
Chatauqua."
Smith said the Bicen- crafts fair in early Spring.
Student members of the
tennial Committee will be
amposed of university staff Bicentennial committee are
members and students. It Sindo Mayor, Robert
plans to create a bureau of Downing, Sam Stewart and
individuals who will speak to Sheila Turner, SGA officers;
school
and
civic Debbie Skipper, editor of

house 50 more women than it is now
housing without opening Daugette. Stone
said he haqno plans to build a new h-

Tryouts

Nashville singer comes
to SGA Coffeehouse
Connie Couch, who will
pgform at the SGA Coffeehouse Sept. 9, is a native
of the melting pot known as
Nashville, Term.-“Music
City USA." She is fast
becoming a favorite of
coffeehouses and miniaoncert series at colleges
and universities in the South.
She began her career with
a' group called the Nadine
Singers, a quartet composed
of berelf a d three other

dasmates from a m a l l
private girls' school she
attended. They had guest
appearances on many of the
Nashville television shows
which had been credited with
launching many stars
careers.
But it was as a single act
that she made her first big
break. After a short time of
study in Grenoble, France
following her high school
grad&,
rbe retuned to

Connie Couch

Nashville and her singing
career.
Her appearance at a public
concert held at Bandshell in
Centennial Park, where she
was on a slate of several
performers pleading for
metropolitan rat control,
landed her important club
dates in Nashville.
In 197l Connie left for
Greece to visit her family's
olive grove. When she
returned to Naaville, h e
came with the intention of
finishing her undergraduate
work in French at Peabody
College. She also returned to
her singing engagements in
local clubs.
Since her days as one of
the Nadine Singers, her
musical preferences have
grown to include country,
jazz, pop, rhythm and blues,
folk and some softhitting
rock--all the sounds that
make up Nashville.
Connie uses her voice and
guitar to develop musical
twists of her favorite songs
by composers Cole Porter,
Carole King, Bob Dylan and
Aretha Franklin.
Two other musicians join
Connie on stage, Richard
Cotten, guitar and bass, and
Greg Gibson, trombone.
Cotten
designed
and
copyrighted the bass invention he will be playing on
st age.
Together they share with
their audiences a great
variety of tunes from the
famous "melting pot"Nashville.

Vixen

Just 'down honze' girls
By MONA MANSOOR
A vixen is a female fox, or
an ill-tempered, shrewish
woman. Nothing could be
farther from the truth m e n
describing the four great
musicians who make up the
allgirlrockbandVixen,who
performed at JSU Aug. 25.
They are all intelligent, well
mannered, beautiful, "down
home1'-type girls who enjoy
traveling, meeting people,
and of course, performing.
Their name was used
because the girls wanted a
name that represented some
fanale animal-in 'order to
fit in with their female
group. "We considered, not
too seriously though, Hen or
Chick, but they both sounded
too corny," explained Gayle
Erickson, the group's bass
player. "Vixen was about the
only alternative."
The band is from St. Paul,
Minn. Jan Keuhnemund,
Cindy Boettcher, and Gayle
Erickson all grew up
together, having known each
other from first grade, and
living only blocks apart. The
three met Laurie Hedlund in
high school, when the idea of
farming a band began to
develop.
"I'm the only one who
played her instrument in the
high school band," recalled
Laurie, Vixen's drummer.
"Cindy was fooling around
with the piano and sight
reading, and Jan had just
recently begun to take guitar
lessons."
The band was formed five
years ago-and the girls

have loved every minute of
those years. "It's sort of
grange that four friends
wfio've known each other for
s, long were able to get their
abilities together like
this.We all love performing
and wouldn't be happy in
conventional women's jobs,"
stated Cindy Boettcher, the
wizard of the group's
keyboards. "Many of our
Wends and relatives askus
if we have missed getting a
college education, but I think
just being in the band and
doing all the traveling that
we do is an education in itself-but of a different kind.
More about reality than just
theory."
When asked about the
warmth of their reception at
JSU, they replied that
Southern hospitality really
does exist. They felt the
Southern audiences were
much warmer and friendlier

(NOCR) Fewer campus

year from outside speaking
The
maxlmum
allowable fee is $1,000 plus
travel expenses.
This is quite a setback to
popular senators whose
income from lectures, the
bulk of them on college
campuses, sometimes
surpassed their $42,500
salaries each year. Finan-

congressmen can be expected this year as a result of
new limitations on the fees
they may charge for such
appearances. The campaign
qending law, which became
effective last Jan. 1, limits
Rnat~rSand representatives
ta a maximum of $15,000 pa
I

BACK-TO-SCHOOL

.

dal disclosure reports filed
with the secretary of the
Senate, for instance, show
that Sen. Howard Baker (R.,
Tenn.) earned $49,l50 last
year in speaking fees, Sen.
William Proxmire (D., Wis.)
received $46,278, and Sen.
Mark Hatfield's (D., Ore.)
total for the year was $45,677.
~ e e ofs (2,500 pius expenses
were common for an a p
pearance by a popular
senator.
"The impression I've

SPECIAL

gotten is that senators aren't
going out as frequently as
they used to," says Harry
Walker, a lecture agent who
represents
some
20
congressmen. "It's a shame
because with the maintenance of two homes and all
their other expenses, their
salary just isn't enough. I've
always felt that college
speaking engagements are
the most creative and
constructive way for them to
get extra income."

ROCKET DRIVE-IN

(Thru September 13)
3 PANTS (Ladies or Mens) '1.50
Professionally Cleaned And Pressed
NU-KLEEN
CLEANERS-LAUNDRY
209 Exrancis Jacksonville
Phone 435-5263

HAMBURGERS
A 4.

u

Tele&me Curb &vice
i

S. Pelhm

It's a hard, demanding
life, but Vixen is satisfied.
They are one of the best
bands, male or female, to
pgform at JSU and, judging
fmm the cries of "More !" at
the conclusion of their
concert, one that deserves
every bit of praise given
them. It's all well earned.

Announcements
Wanted: Swim Team Coach. Qualifications: Experience on a swim team a n d ~ coaching
r
of a swim team.
All qualified hdividuals please contact Brian Whitney at
the Anniston YMCA, 236-1566.

++++

The honorary science fraternity, Phi Mu ChCBeta, will
have its first meeting next Tuesday, Sept. 9, 1975. All
members are requested to attend.

++++

Any local or oncampus musicians or groups who would
b e interested in performing for the SGA Coffeehouse,
please come to the SGA office.

++++

Wednesday, Sept. 10 at 3:30 pm., all persons interested
in trying out for the JSU golf team should meet in Bibb
Graves, Room 108.

Congressmen limit speaking engagements
s p e a u engagements by fees.

than those in their native
Mid-West . "The people here
really tried to put us at ease
and make us feel very
welcome. We really enjoyed
playing for you," said Jan
Keuhnemund,
Vixen's
guitarist.
Vixen, who have been on
the road two weeks ("feels
like two months! "), have an
engagement
in
West
Virginia, then two in St.
Louis before returning home
to St. Paul for a brief restor, as Laurie put it, "long
taough to wash our clothes! "

++++
++++

Freshmen class elections will be held Sept. 23.
Tuesday, Sept. 9, 1975, 7:30 Roundhouse Formal Rush
begins.
Wednesday, Sept. 10,1975 through Sunday, Sept. 14,1975,
all fraternities will be having house parties.
Monday, Sept. 15, bids go out at 6 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept. 16, bids can be accepted after 6pm.
/

Evalzmtions gain credibility
( N 0CR )
St udent
evaluations of faculty are
gaining credibility and official weight. A recent
survey of deans shows that
24 per cent feel student
evaluations should be a
"major factor'< in appraising faculty. Nine years
ago, only 11 per cent considered student evaluations
that important.
Dr. Richard Miller,
associate director for higher
education in Illinois and a
recognized authority on
faculty evaluations, recently
gave student evaluations a
boost when he told an intmational conference on

evaluating faculty that
"student evaluation is the
single most valid, reliable
and defensible" factor to be
considered in evaluating
faculty.
While formal student
evaluations have gained
importance in rating faculty,
s, have other factors that
are directly related to
tudents. The latest survey
of deans shows that campus
committee work and student
advising has increased as a
'major factor7, while the
traditional
areas
of
publishing and research as
indicatorsoftopfacultyhave
fallen in importance.

Page
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Reviews

Pee Wee's

Westerns on the way
back with 'Possee'
By VICTOR McCARLEY
Features Editor
Today's audiences aren't tuned into the
old shooturn-up-western like they used to
be. This is evident by the great decline in
the making of westerns. Perhaps this is
the year that the westerns come back.
One western that will make you think a
little and truly surprise you is "Posse."
This new film stars Bruce Dern as the
"bad hombre" and Kirk Douglas a s the
"good guy" or maybe it's the other way
around. This film has a strange new
twist. Oh, Kirk Douglas is wearing the
badge alright, but he's also trying to get
elected to the United States Senate with
ambitions for the Presidency.
k ' s role is as demanding as he is
portraying the "worst outlaw in Texas"
and he does a very good job convincing
youof that. Still, your heart just iw't into
deering for the good guy as he uses Dern
to further his political aspirations.
All Douglas has to do is capture Dern to
become elected. This is the plot of the
movie. He has been given a special train
with accommodations for his select
"Posse" which is composed of the best
hunters and trackers alive at that time.
Yes, they eventually catch him, but what
happens after that is what will bring you
back to see it again. It has a very surprising ending which takes it out of the
category of "the typical western."

++++

If you're tired of living in Jacksonville
where it's more than quiet and you can
actually touch trees and smell flowers,
dcm't move until you see "The Prisoner of
Second Avenue."
This film depicts urban living at its
best right in Manhattan. Jack Lemon and
Anne Bancroft in this film version of Neil
Simon's comedy drama. Our stars
portray husband and wife, living in an
apartment with the job decline, garbage
strikes, overcrowdmg, and all those little
things like walking up 37 flights of stairs
because the elevator's out.
&on loses his job, and his wife must
get a job to support him and the family.
He is overqualified, over experienced,
and overaged to start a new career. Soon
trivial and relentless vexations turn him
into a psychotic. It's all done in a very
humorous way but if you stop to think

about, it, it's not at all funny but rather
frightening.
~ l ends
l
well after many trying expgiences, but there is a message in this
film; if you live in the suburbs or the
aountry, stay there!

++++

Clint Eastwood is back in full swing in
his new action-suspense thriller, "The
Eiger Sanction
Eastwood portrays a college art
professor, Jonathon Hemlock, and is he
poison to those he seeks out for government killings or "sanctions." As an art
teacher, he has retired from the life of a
"hit man" but his lust for major art
masterpieces by Picasso, El Greco and
Pizano draw him out of retirement on
occasion.
An old friend of Hemlock's is killed by
agentson the other side and he sets out to
avenge his death. A problem arises when
the government headhe works for cannot
come up with the name of the man who
did it, but does find out he is a mountain
dimber connected with an international
dimb up the "Eiger."
The Eiger is a very treacherous
mountain in the alps which Hemlock has
previously tried to climb twice and
almost died twice trying. Hemlock must
make the climb to kill the other assassin
but he doesn't know which. All he knows
is that he is connected with the climb.
George Kennedy plays an excellent
part as one of Hemlock's old friends who
operates a climbing school where
Hemlock goes to train. Eastwood, as
Henlock never suspects that Kennedy
was the other killer:
The suspense is terrific as he takes the
mountain-not knowing about Kennedy's
identity. A disastrous accident just
"happens" to take the entire group of
dimbgs and they are all swept off the
mountain. Eastwood's rop wags, and he
is left dangling 20,000 feet or more above
the ground. He is left to rely on Kennedy,
who is ground man for group to save him.
There is a great ampunt of fine acting
and film making in this movie. If you put
yourself where the camera men are when
the h o t s are made, you'll find yourself in
mme tight spots. The scenery is
magnificent in the alps and by the way,
watch out for college art professors.

WELCOME STUDENTS
and FACULTY

]

I

HOT DOCS.

Ice Cold Beverages in Frosted Mugs

."

Amphitheater coming

BARBECUE. FOOTLONO
BARBECUE PLATES

Beside GAMECOCK MOTEL
10 a.m. to 12 p.m.
i

presents
F m t Porch %rimBand
w

Sept 2
Connie Couch.Sept.9

KimbalI,Kimmel with Randy Lemons
JohnnyShinease@.23
kr@r McGee.Sept.30
For a quiet evening of musical delight

The SGA park and emphitheata &odd be opened
to students'by the end of this
month, according to SGA
Resident Sindo Mayor.
"I see no reason why
construction can't
be
finished by the end of Septanber," Mayor said.
The project,
which
blossomed from a suggest ion
by Dr. Ernest Stone,
President, began th:s

summer when students
helped clear the wooded area
next to Merrill Hall in
preparation for construction.

bids for bricks to line the
open air structure should be
in his office sometime this
week.
The amphitheatre, which
Since most students do not
will
seat 300 people, will bt
have the knowledge required
to build such a structure, used for mall concerts anci
much of the technical work movies.
The park area will have
has been contracted, Mayor
"for four or five barbeque
said.
pits" for students to use at
The amphitheater area any time, according to
:as ".ten cut out. Mayor said Mayor.

Each Tuesday 8:00 PM Chatem Inn
door prizes will be given
Admission 25c
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The saga

5063

Dear Students,
This year the SGA has
begun a new policy con..
cerning refrigerator rentalI)y BRENDATommT
We have given you the
students, whose addresses
Assistant Editor
Everyone on this campus
Wecouldobtain the chance to
reserve a refrigerator in has been propagandie so
as to believe Jax State is the
advance.
Response has been friendliest campus in the
tremendo~s, with a great South. We've all accepted
increase in rentalsover
this for OW OWXI reasons
3emeSterS. We would like to which could range from
take this opportunity to apathy to agreement, or
thank yoli for your response simply acquiescene.
Everpresent is that time
and to explain how your
RlOney is working ~QI' YOU. worn slogan "The friendliest
Due to th, fact that our campus in the South." Who
new budget is not allocated polled the Southern camuntil Oct. 1, the profits from puses for friendliness and
pmclaimed JSU the high
your rental fees will be
for concerts which would not
*wise
be possible until
the new budget beco+mes
effective. We feel this ig in
your best interest since most
people suggested the profits
be used in this manner.
We thank you for your
continuing support in our
efforts to better the student Kathleen Woodiwiss. THE
life here at JSU.
WOLF AND THE DOVE.
Sincere1y,
Avon. Paperback $1.75.
Kerr y Sumner
Ms. Woodiwiss
Business Manager
blends legend, romance,

Review

scorer? If there was no fair
chance for other campuses
to compete for the
label, *odd we assume JSU
was self-proclaimed the
friendliest campus? Was
vanity the motive for such
selfpraise?
Well, whatever the
mtives, we gladly accept
Our label. After all9 it must
be just as important as
receiving the ''flying fi(?kle
finger of fate" or any of
those other zingers that
make the recipients so proud
of their achievements.

3

and Dove :

of

Considering the worldwide neurosis of
which we are all a part, there is an everincreasing need for a little more
selfishness when dealing with or conidering ow own individuality. The
terrible problems of human selfconsciousness began in 71,283J04 B. C. It
was a Tuesday and Ug Chug had just
kued a small animal. He was hungry as
#e (lickens s, he skinned the little thing
on the spot and ate some of it. He had his
dub in one hand, the animal's carcass in
th, other and no way to carny the &in
home to his wife whom he just called
"warnan," for female names had not
evolved as far a s male names had in
71,283~04B. C.
Ug said to himself, "Glop! How in Zek
a,1 going to carny this Krunking thing
home?" (This was a long time ago and
naturally they had different expressions
than we do to show disgust or a p
prehension.)
Finally he decided to tie it to his body.
He tried tying it over his cars but this
didn't work because it covered his eyes.
After various experimentation he tied it
around his waist and this wcrked out OK.
'Ihis was the world's first loincloth,
although no one knew it at the time.
Ug had a long walk home and the sun
was really quite hot that Tuesday
because-it was the last week in July.
When he got home he and "woman"
found that the skin had dried and hardened and shrunk a little. It was a b
mlutely impossible to undo the granny
knot he had put in the hide. Ug was stuck
to wear this skin for the rest of his life for
knives and scissors had not been invented yet and he had no other way to get
itoff.
Naturally everyone else, being totally
naked, noticed a change in Ug's a p
pearance. When they asked him about it
Ugwasverydefensivebecausehewasa
'very proud man and couldn't stand the
thought of admitting his stupidity.
They would ask, "Hey Ug, what in Zek
have you got on?"
"Go Krunk yourself, Glopface !"
Ug would slap back.
Ug's new attire became the talk of the
caves. Some said he was a $eak or that
he had his pilot light blown out. Others
saidthat an animal-must have bitten him
in an embarrassing spot and he was
merely hiding the scar. A few of his old
hunting buddies thought he had become a
fag and they beat him up whenever they
caught him out alone.
Ug's life was miserable until a little
guy named Murray made Ug's name a
hrixehold world. (Just like Joe Namath
MW) Murray spent two weeks gathering

A truly great novel

r
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Jacksonville State University in 1934, is published weekly
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nistory, and realistic
haracters to make a truly
novel.
The adventure begins in
1066 in Saxon, England.
Immediately, the reader is
plunged into a tearful scene
as the heroine, Aislinn,
mourns the death of her
father and countrymen.
?Saxony has been invaded
and conquered by the
Soldiers of William, Duke of
Normandy. The undertones
of hatred, sorrow, and
vegeahce last almost
throughout the book as the
Saxons adjust to the
disuption of their lives by
the conquering Normans.
The turbulent romance of
Aislinn, a Saxon, and
Wulfgar, a Norman, provide
the basic plot of the book.
The personal conflicts that
each mu& solve because of
their different loyalties are
presented along with the
very real drives, needs, and
motions of these characters.
This novel is quite unique
in comparison to conventional romantic novels.
There is the usual good guybad guy conflict, but neither
pole is absolute.
Those who read Mrs.
Woodiwiss' first novel, "The
Flame and the Flower" are
already aware of her
tremendous ta,ent fy
writing romcnces. If you
haven't read either, I highly
recommend them both.
-Brenda Tolbest

0

Ug Chug

hides and furs of various shapes, sizes
uld hues; then he painted a sign:
Don't Let a Sunburn Spoil Your
Vacation
Get an Original Ug Body Thing Now
Special Introductory Sale !
Pretty soon everyone had an Ug Thing
because Murray's "Sunburn Pitch" was
very practical especially for young
people who went to the beach on their
honeymoon. Some of Murray's later
ideas were ridiculous but they worked
anyway because he had the people
hooked. There were such useless but
popular items as Ug neckties, Ug spats,
Ug pantyhose and Ug sombreros. It
didn't take long for all the people to
completely cover their bodies with Ug
products. Once hidden behind and undmeath all these furs they lost their
identity and confidence and became
neurotic. All but mastamind Murray
who opened up a psychiatrist office on
the side.
Of course, we are still not free. The
combination of advertising and
psychiatry are almost unconquerable
bes against our struggle for identity,
especially while they still have us all
hiding in Ug Things like bananas in their
peelings.
Things are still the same now as they
were in 71,283J04 B. C. If oldMurray were
alive today he could still hook us and
make a fortune. All he would do is get Joe
Narnath to endorse a new perspiration
flavored toothpaste and inside of three
weeks all our mouths would smell like
axmpits and we would think, "Oh, how
nice!"
If you want your identity back you have
to get rid of all your Ug Things whether
they be fur, polyester, dacron or cotton.
To assist humanity in this I hereby
initiate a national campaign called,
"Forget Ug Clothing, Kids". Hopefully
next year on the last Tuesday in July
everyone will pin together in throwing
away every Ug Thing they own. After 71
million years it is time we were free
again. Isn't it?

1

Elections
Graduate school elections

dass and SGA Senators,
Sept. 23

Freshman class elections
class and SGA
Sept. 23

Senior dass meeting
7:30, Sept. 22,

4th Floor Student Commons
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r Bicentennial series
The article below i s
another in a series of
Bicentennial artides written
about great Americans who
have contributed to their
country and their countrynien. Its author is Wanda
Walton, an instructor in
Special Education.
A native of Anniston, Mrs.

Walton is a graduate of
Jacksonville
State
University. She received her
MA from the University of
Alabama where she has been
caccepted in the doctoral
program. She is an
Educational Specialist in the
area of emotional conflict.
Mrs. Walton has taught

..,.,...,>,,.,

.

:

"

.

~

,

Special Education for six
years in Etowah County
where she was also a
psychometrist. She was
selected by the State Board
of Education to estabM the
first regional office in
Alabama for the program for
exceptional children and
youth.
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the Department of special ceptional Children. She has
Education in 1972.
attended worMops at the
She has been director of University of Tennessee,two
the federal grant "outreach" at the University of Texas
for the past two years. She and one a t Auburn
serves as director on the University.
United Fund Board and the
"I enjoy teaching at
Association for Retarded
Citizens and is sponsor of the Jacksonville, and I love the
Student Council for Ex- students," said Mrs. Walton.

She was directur of Special
Education for Special
Education
in Etowah
County, the city of Gadsden
and Attalla. She taught for
the University of Alabama,
Gadsden Center in Special
Education.
Mrs. Walton came to
Jacksonville to help set up

Helen Keller: 'The spirit of achievement'
By MRS.WANDA WALTON
There is currently a
television commercial which
begins "The Spirit of
Achievement Is the Spirit of
Ammica." It is with this irr
mind that we would like to
examine the achievement of
an outstanding American, as
well a s an outstanding
Alabamian.
Imagine, if you will, going
through registration without
the use of your precious gift
from God, your eyes-but
wait, we have blind students
on our campus who are
extremely well adjusted, and
they made it through

registration. Perhaps you
can better imagine being
totally deaf and going
through registration because
our deaf students came
through without too much
difficulty.
Ciunbine the two, total
blindness and total deafness,
and visualize a young 20 year
old Alabamian registering at
Radcliffe College in 1900 to
seek the Bachelor of Arts
degree. The degree was
granted with honors in 1904 to
Helen Adams Keller from
Tuscumbia, Al.
Helen Keller was born in
1880 without sensory im-

at six months, and spent a
great deal of her time
laughing, and enjoying her
newly found environment.
When Helen
was 19
months old an illness
described
as
"brain
congestion" left her without
sight, hearing or the ability
to communicate orally with
others. Her environment was
lost to her for seven long
years. During this period of
time she became what some
authors have described as a
MRS. WALTON
"little animal."
Through the help of Dr.
pairment. She began early in telligence. She was conlife to give others brief sidered to be a bright, Alexander Graham Bell and
glimpses of her high in- normal child who was verbal

The 200 year old heroines
The article below was written by Dan Coberly who
covers activities at the Training Center at Ft. McClellan.
It appeared in the Aug. 4 issue of the "McClellan News"
and is reprinted here by permission.

hungry Continental h y
during the hardship and
horror that was America's
war for independence.
Everyone knows the story
1975 will long be remek- order not to be detected as a of Molly Pitcher, who found
bered as the Age of our female; or Eliza L u c a ~ her place in history by
Country's Bicentennial. Such Pickney, who startkd an pining her husband at the
r e m e m b e r a n c e s a r e indigo export business to front, and taking his place
guaranteed through the raise funds for munitions ; or when he was killed. She is
efforts of the modern media, of Agnes Surriage, who also famous for carrying
as they attempt to depict our became Lady Frankland, water to the thirsty men in
country and its more famous asserting the principal of the midst of battle.
patriots as they were "200 civilian control over the
Then there's Mercy
military, and the many
vears aao today."
1975 -is ~nternational "Mary Bartletts" who Warren, who wrote such
the
untold scorching satires on the
Women's Year, and it is sad represent
that the women of the thousands of women who colonial government that her
Ammican Revolutions are keptihe country going while work was often -attributed to
not remembered as their the founding fathers were at men, because no "lady"
could use satire in so
war.
male counterparts are.
"flagrant and open" a
Women like Martha
Few history books mention
the likes of Mercy Otis Wa&ington spent most of manner. At age 60 &e stood
side by side with Samuel
Warren, who helped kindle the Washington Plantation
the rebellion, or Abigail income by buying food and Adams in the anti4ederalist
Adams, who challenged the &her supplies for the men at political wars.
Abigail Adams, another
reality of slavery while men Valley Forge. She and other
fought for freedom; or of women often raised the semi-well-known woman.
Phllis Wheatley, a slave who morale of the cold, tired and had two men in her life. Her
became a poet of peace and
freedom; or Deborah
nRobert
w h O Shurtleff
f O u t a in
s p the
v T
Revolutionary Army and
when wounded, removed
bullets from her thigh in

-(

9,

237-4mo

Throughout history,
whether it be recorded. or
unrecorded, women have
made their presence known
through &eer willpower and
love of country. These
women mentioned are but a
few which recorded history
unfolds to us today. How
ironic that they were
forgotten for nearly 200
years!
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Weaver Branch Phone 820-3500
Main Office Phone 435-7894
Mon. Thur. 9 am 2 pm
Fri.9am-2pm4pm-6pm
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MEMBER FDIC
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SEE COUCH'S FOR ALL YOUR JEWELRY
NEEDS, WE HAVE:
J.S.U. CLASS RINGS
ALL TYPES OF JEWELRY REPAIR
AMERICAN INDI4N TURQUOISE JEWELRY
24 HOUR ENGRAVING
ADDAGOLD BEAD
EAR PIERCING DONE ANY DAY
DIAMONDS BY THE YARD
JADE AND IVORY
CHAINS,CHOKERS, NOTHING NECKLACES
DIAMONDS, RUBIES, EMERALDS, OPALS
AND OTHER STONES
IN ALL KINDS OF JEWELRY
SPOON RINGS AND BRACELETS
EARRINGS GALORE
YOU NAME IT WE CARRY IT!

@ J A C ~ O ~STATE
I L LAN\
E

-

I

'

"THINK YOUNG BANK YOUNG"
J . \ c ~ ~ ' I uALU).I.L\
E,

(See HELEN, Page 12)

mat's why at Couch's
we telJ you everything
about a diamond befdre
you buy it. In detail.
Combine any of our
unsef diamonds with
one of our hundreds of
styles of ring mountinus.
Let us heIp you analize
the "4 C'sl'-cut, color,
c l a r ~ t y , and carat
we~ght-so you will
know exactly what goes
into the pnce of every
dlamond
you're
cons~dering Couch$
Loose D~amondSystem
can m ean o larger finer
diamond than you ever
thouuht poss~b!e

WELCOME JSU STUDENTS

I

Blind, her parents secured a
young
woman,
Anne
Sullivan, to work with Helm.
Helen rapidly learned both
the manual language used by
the deif at the time and the
Braille alphabet used by the
blind. She was taught to
weak articulately by Sarah
Fuller of the Horace Mann
School in Boston.
It was Anne Sullivan
Macey who remained her
constant companion for
almost fifty years and who

Mysterious, Buying Them
Shouldn't Be . . .

husband John and her son,
John Quincy, both of whom
became Resident. Among
her many famous quotes as
First Lady were thoughts on
government, politics, and
America. Her view on the
economy is still enlightning
even today: "I have
studied," she said, "and do
study, every method of
economy within my power ;
otherwise a mint of money
would not support my family

-

the Perkins Institute for the

I
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Review

Coffeehouse concerts are wise investment
By BRUCE DONZELMANN
Staff Writer
Nowadays not too much
can be done with a quarter,
but last Tuesday night this
coin brought an evening of
good and pure Bluegrass
music by the Front Porch
String Band, which gave a
good start to the new series
of Coffeehouse concerts.
The group consisting of
Selwyn Blakely, Mike
%pard-who once attended
JSU-Larry Lynch, Billy
Sandlin, and Claire Lutke,
sganized about nine months
ago.
Why such a good perh a n c e ? As vocalist Claire
Lutke puts it, "It is just
!antastic music. It grabbed
ISlike that, and we just love
t."
The audience was also
?my enthusiastic about the
TO up playing here. Reac-

Riders, of the Purple Sage,
John Prine, and Doc Watson.
Scngs from Panama Red,
N-ville Blues to old Gospel
mngs could be heard and the
famous "Train and Truck
mngs" were there, too!
Throughout all the songs
the group showed great skills
in handling fiddles, harmonicas, banjoes, and other
typical Bluegrass instruments.
Bluegrass is getting more
and more popular and according to Robert Downing,
vice president of the SGA,
"This was a concert a lot of
people have been waiting for
for a long time. It was one of
the best concerts in here and
this is only the beginning of a
lot of more good things to
come."
The group itself was very
pleased with the enormous
outcome and it had been

o '?he best quarter ever
pent" illustrate this point.
The number of people that
ttended the concert was one
f the biggest seen at a
bffeehouse went in a long
une
The Front Porch
;and concentrates on music
5' Earl Scruggs, New

FT. McCLELLAN, AlasJenaAnne Campbell,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Hmry B. Campbell, Route 5,
Box 365, Gadsden, was
p m m o t t o the r
of Staff

.

Fmnt Porch String Band

their wish to come to
Jacksonville for a long time.
They have written a few
songs themselves, such as
"Sister Blues". According to
Claire Lutke, "We are
polishing ourselves up so we
can start worlung on better
and more original music."
Kerry Sumner, chairman
of the Coffeehouse Concerts
and SGA Business Manager,
feels that "all the Coffeehouse events will be as
good as this one and if we all
continue this way the
students will get more
confidence in these concerts."
As a matter of fact if all
the performances will be of
this quality we can count on
some more good entertainment on Tuesday
mghts and you will be surprised what you can buy for
a quarter in these expensive
times.

MS.Campbell promoted at Fort
Sggeant during ceremonies
heldatNobleArmy Hospital,
Ft. McClellan.
Spec . 5 Campbell is
assigned to the Medical and
Dental Departmental Ac-

tivitia at the fort a s an
Amo&. Before wiving at
~ t ~.c ~ l e l l ainn ~ u g u s tof
1974 she was assigned to West
point, N. y.
~ u r i n gher tours in the

h y , S p e c t . 5Campbellhas HOka
High
in
been awarded the Good
She attended
Conduct Medal and the &weCounty Community
National Defense Service
in
and Jacksonville State
Medal.
She is a 1968 graduate of
in

Midd

Prices Good Through

LIMIT 1 WITH '10 FOOD ORDER

WATCH FOR
WINNING NUMBERS

4TTENTION

Students, Be Sure And Register Your
itudent Number For Gift Certificate Worth $19 in
iroceries Of Your Choice. 2 Certificate Will Be

EACH WEEK IN

Jennie hails from the 'landof hope and glory'
By VICTOR McCARLEY

Features Editor
There is so much publicity
today about our country's
200th
birthday,
and,
regardless of how proud we
are
of
our
great
aaievemmts, we cannot fail
to remember the mother
country England. In this
world of uncertainty where
n, one can be sure who his
friends or allies are,
America comes closer to
Wgland in many aspects.
One of those "aspects" is
J d f e r Norgate or "Jennie" as her friends at the
Intmational House call her.
Jennie is here from that
mother country or "land of
hope and glory" a s Jennie
calls it.
Jennifer is a member of
the International House
program, directed by Mr.
J&n R. Stewart. Jennie was
selected from applicants
from all over the world to
represent England here at

FRATERNITIES

Jennifer Nowate

Jaycees sponsor
beauty pageant
The Miss Calhoun County
Fair Contest, sponsored by
the Anniston Jaycees, will be
held Sept. 24 and 25.
Contestants must be
between the ages of 17 and 21
and be a resident of or work
in Calhoun County.
Registration forms have
been distributed in all the
women's dorms on campus.
They contain phone numbers
where those interested may
acquire more information.
The registration
deadline is
.-

Jacksonville
S t a t e does not play cricket or even
J m i e says that .?he really
University. She hails from like the game. She says h e misses her afternoon cup of
Blewbury which is near "appreciates" it because her tea. "I never realized how
Oxford. Blewbury is 40 miles brother is a representative of much I liked it until I left and
her village team.
west of London.
found no such custom here.
Jennie has traveled the
The fog, portrayed in It used to be quite boring
"great expanse" to study movies "as thick as pea ittingthere with a cupof tea
art, specifically ceramic sup," is a myth accordmg and a scone or biscuit as you
pottery and art history. She to Jennie.
Americans call them."
has had three years of
teacher training in England
and, as here, needs four to
Announcement : Freshman class
finih. Her main object of
ftudy in England was potelections will be held Sept. 23
tmy and she will return to it
at the termination of her
scholarship here. Wimbledon is the name of her
allege in England.
Sierra Leone, A£rica and
Cyprus are included in the
travels of our English
representative. She now
adds the United States to her
list of countries visited.
Most Americans know
much about England such as
Parliament,
fog,
Shakespeare and, of course,
tea time and cricket. Jennie

ception of the sportswear
competition which will be
held at the fairgrounds.
The winner will receive a
$75 E Bond. A $50 E Bond will
go to the first runner up, and
the second runner up will be
presented a $25 E Bond. The
winner will be required to
enter the Miss State Fair
Contest in January.
The Calhoun County Fair
will be open Sept. 22-27.

-

I

I

BOOZER'S
DRUGS

I

Watch For
GRAND OPENING

I

FRATERNITIE

LOCATION

FOR ALL YOUR:
TEXT BOOKS
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
ART SUPPLIES
PHARMACULTICAL NEEDS
PAPER BACKS

I

more per hour. Parttime and Fulltime ~ o b s
available. For Personal
Interview Call CLARA
MURRY 820-1495 or
JANIE ATCHLEY 205582-2246 After 5 P. M.

-
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wwAIIMin
"LOVE & DEATH"

Cheerleaders

d IAND HUNDREDS OF OTHER ITEMS IN OUR I

I

SPACIOUS NEW

1435-7751

STORE

N. PELHAM RD.

I

Football Players
Accountants

...'

~oliticians

I

SGA brings welcome changes

SGA
proposed budget
Salaries

$&560.00
197.60
496.80
300.00
800.00
200.00
40.00
30,000.00
1,500.00
2,500.00
5,000.00
4,060.00
750.00
$54,404.40

Social Security
Group Insurance (Hospitalization)
Office Supplies
Telephone
Postage
Copying Cost
Entertainment
Homecoming
Refrigerators Eip.
Guest Lecturers
Contingencies
Quipmat
BUDGET UNIT TOTAL:

The Student Government
Association is beginning to
put into effect many of the
ideas presented during the
summa. A m g them are a
student handbook, a typing
service. a student directory
and the' consolidating of th;t
places involved in dropping
and addmg courses into one
office.
The student handbook,
which was originally meant
to serve only as a freshman
handbook, has been expanded to serve all the
students.

returns to the business office
to pay the dropadd charge
and turn in his card.
A third project under
development is a typing
service for students. Those
who can type may vallmteer

their services to type
students *term papers,
reports, and essays for a
nominal fee. The electric
typewriter in the SGA office
will be used for this project.
A student directorv in

being compiled. All students
who want their names,
addresses and telephone
numbers included in the
directory should call the
SGA office and give the

daoerrr tbe irbormstiaa.

The book will explain what

the SGA is, what it can do,
how to run for an SGA office
and how to get on a ammittee. The names of SGA
Senators will also be included. The handbooks will
be ready by the end of
September.

NU hears ~rotest
a

Northwestern University
(N0CR)-A howl of protest
went up from alumni,
parents, and students when
the Northwestern Universitv

"exploitation of women for
profit."

But all the fuss turned out
to be unnecessary : the At a recent Liason Canmittee meeting, Dr. Theron
Activities and Organizations stripper, one Laura -~uster,Montgomery, vice president
failed to show up, apparently
Board announced that they due
to a misunderstanding. for academic affairs, agreed
would feature a nightclub
h an attempt to alleviate to change the drop-add
stripper along with a sex the
The
new
audience's di D- procedure.
film in the Campus Center. pointment, the s t u g n t pmcedure utilizes only one
The louaest complaints events chairman, a male, building and one office.
came from an NU women's tpok to the stage to make
A student must obtain his
group which made plans to
drop-add card from the
picket the stripper's per- pre-film announcements business office and take it to
wearim nothing- but tennis the professors involved for
formance in
of the *oes.
their approval. He then

-

After many delays, tbe J8U rdk
station is preparing to go on the air. The
station manager is Mike Sandefer. and

WL,R3 d
l be operated by J8U aon a volunteer basis.
L

Parliament-Fkxnkadelic
September 12

8:00 P.M.
Mathews Coliseum.
Admission
-

'3.50 Students
$4.50 General
Admission
.

.

"Their name definitely fits:

They are funkadelic, funky,
and a lot of other things." --Cream

I

- wh

College sports
New York, N. Y., Aug. 1-To many women sports
consists of pulling out their ice skates twice a winter and
hitting the tennis courts once a week in the summer. To
others, sports means commitment. In August,
Mademoiselle Magazine examines the growth of women's
involvanent in collegiate sports.
One reason for the new interest is the more pleasing or
acceptable picture of the sportswoman. The media exposure of outstanding young women like Chris Evert,
Laura Baugh and Billie Jean Ring, has made definite
dents in the stereotyped image of a "woman jock."
Women now have more opportunities to enter the arena
thanks to legal changes. Title IX of the 1972 U. S.
Educatian Amendments prohibits sex discrimination in
any education program that receives Federal moneywhich includes most schools. The Department of Health,
Education and Welfare currently directs federally funded
institutions to conduct women's intercollegiate athletic
programs equal to their men's programs.

Attitudes are changing, laws are changing; what of the
women themselves? "Just what takes a woman to this
point," asked Mademoiselle editor Sally Koslow, "where
it's not how you play the game that counts, but whether
you win or lose as well?"
A major factor is that it is now acceptable for women to
be strong, to take care of the body, keep it fit. Feminine no
longer means flabby and frail. And while a woman's body
cannot physiologically rival a man's in strength, it can be
firmed, trained and made into a finely-tuned instrument.
Most often women involved in sports are those who are
simply highlymotivated. They wish to excel in something
they do well and have a love of competition. This love
carries them through the odd and often inconvenient
hours of daily practice sandwiched between the men's

denands and no big ego-boosting playoffs," says Timi

POOL HOURS

There is a one hour time

m s d a y : 121, faculty staff
only; 1-5, recreation swim
(students, faculty, staff and
spouses; no dependents); 6
9:30, recreation swim.
Wednesday, 121, faculty,
staff only; 1-5, recreation
swim,including dependents;
6-9:30, recreation swim,
including dependents.
Friday: 121, faculty swim,
including dependents; 69~30,recreation swim, induding dependents.
Saturday: 942, recreation
swim, includmg dependents;
2-5, recreation swim, induding dependents; 6-9:30,
recreation swim, including
dependents.
Sunday: 1-5, recreation
swim, including dependents.
You must present your I.
D. to the lifeguard. Children
under 10 must be accompanied by parent.
PADDLEBALL COURTS

Equipment may be
checked out Monday-Friday
b m 12-9:30 in the pool area :
Saturday, from 9-12 in pool
area ; Sunday, from 1-5in the
pool area. You must turn in
.an ID at the time you check
out equipment.

someone is waiting for a
court. C0urt.5 Will rotate
every hour on the hour.
Example, 1, 2, etc. Reservations may be made for
paddleball courts one hour in
dvance by corn@ to the
Col~~eum
and signing UP for
a court. If You reserve a
court, you must claim it
within 5 minutes after the
hour, or ~
~ wait@
~
may obtain the court.
Example: Reservation for 3,
You must claim the court by
3:05.
You must turn in Your ID
even though You have Your
own equipment, so the courts
will be available to
everyone.

Weight room is open Monday-Friday, 12 noon-9:30
p m . Saturday, from 9-12, 2
9:30 pm., Sunday, from 1 3
Pm. If lifting heavy weights,
you must have a buddy.

n

rtaff and students may only
use pool and paddleball
courts. They may use these
two facilities during the
hours they are open only on
Saturday

NOTE :

and Sunday'
present an ID

e

Section leaders for the Ballerinas are left to right, Susan
Carroll, Arab; Sheryl Davis, Austelle, Ga.; Jan Willis,
Huntsville; Lisa Willis. Huntsville.
Y

JSU Revised 1975
Football Schedule
Date
Sept. 13
Sept. 20
Sept. 27
-0ct. 4
Oct. 11
Oct. 18
Oa. 25
Nov. 1
7

NOV.

a

Nov. 15
Nov. 22

Opponent
Alabama A & M
Nicholls State
U. of Tenn. at Chattanooga
SE La.

Elmi
Home
Thibodaux, La.
Home
Hammond, La.

open

U. of Tern. at Martin

NW State
Delta State
llvingston
Troy
Univ. of North Alabama

Handelman, coxswain of Yale's women's crew team. You
have to be devoted to a sport to be willing to drag yourself
on the subway everyday to practice on the Harlem River,
which is the routine for the Barnard College Crew team.
And to take the looks of those who think you're crazy to be
getting up at 5 a m . to practice.
Camaraderie can be another appeal. It makes the
winning better, the losing and training less painful.
Sisterhood is alive and well in the girl's locker room. But
as with any athletes, the biggest pull is not the collective
team spirit, but the personal goal, the testing of one's self.
Hard work, and probably little glory await the woman
athlete in college. What counts is love of an individual
qort. Barbara Doran, who won a field hockey scholarship
to Pe+ gt$gsurns it up for all women athletes when she
says, "In-sfj.Orts, the first thrill is when you do well
yourself; the second when a team functions together: the
third, when you win."

7

The Department of Health and Physical Education
presents its Intramural Sports h g r a m s for the entire
student body, members of the faculty and administrative
pgsonnel of the university. Participation is entirely
voluntary. A wide and varied program is offered to meet
the needs and interests of these groups. Activities will be
added when requested, provided funds and facilities are
available.

Pick entry forms up at International Bulletin Boards
St~dent~mayorganiwtheiromte~s~~
and dub teams. Independent leagues & fratanity
leagues will be formed for most sports that:have enough
entries.
ROSTERS DUE
Sept. 9
Oct: 7
,.
Sept. 18
Oct. 15
Sept. 19
Nov. 7
Sept. 22
Nov. 19
Sept. 22.
Dec. 1
TENTATIVE PROGRAM
Men's Flag Football
Women's Flag Football
Corec Water Volleyball
Men's Tennis (singles)
Women's Tennis (singles)
Racketball (men)
Cock Trot (correc)
Volleyball (men's)
Volleyball ( wom ens )
O n e ~ n ~ nBasketball
e

SAUNA BATH
TO sign UP to use sauna, .
turn inIDinpoo1 area. There
is a 30 minute time limit for
use of sauna. Hours of
sauna : Men : Monday,
Wednesday, Friday, 12 noon9:30 pm.; Women: Tuesday,
Thursday, Saturday, 12 noon9:30 Pm.
WEIGHT ROOM
TO use weight room, turn
in your ID in the pml area.

the drive?

I n m A u r a z program

Regulations for use of coliseum
Man d a y , T u e s d a y , limit on the Courts if

Page 9

Home
Shreveport ,'La.
Cleveland, Miss.
Home
Troy
Florence

PLAY BEGINS
W t . 15
Sept. 24
Sept. 22
Sept. 25
Sept. 25
Oct. 9
Oct. 17
Nov, 11
Nov. 24
Dec. 3

CLIFF'S NOTES

Over 200 titles

-.

LITTLE'S CLEANERS
Dry Cleaning
Coin Laundry

JACKSONVILLE
BOOK STORE
"UPIOWW Otl THE SQUAW"
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Review

Santeria: 'vivid and compelling'
Migene
Gonzales- rapidly become confused
Whippler. SANTARIA. with theprevailing Catholic
Anchor Press-Doubleday, faith and practices. Indeed,
Paperback $2.95.
the assimilation was so
complete that most of the
h t i n ~ ~ r i r e r i c'dagic,
ai
Yoruba gods have been
Santeria, originated in identified with the images of
Nigeria with the Yoruba Catholic saints. However, in
People. At the hands of slave spite of the influence of the
traders the Yorubas were Catholic Church, Santeria is
brought to the New World mostly primitive magic with
over four centuries ago. The its roots firmly fixed in
most vital and curious Africa.
aspects of the Yoruba
culture are-their highly SANTERIA gives a
complex religious rites and t h o r o u g h h i s t o r i c a l
mythology. Transplanted in background a s well as
ed descriptions of the
especially the dances,

chanting, possession by
spirits and ritual healing.
Special attention is paid to

the place of black and white
magic. There is an appendix
of magic spells (very useful)

for love, marriage, fertility,
dominating a husband,
dispelling evil influences,

For beginning gardeners

Some tips on growing plants
By RAY CLARK
Staff Writer
House plants have, in
recent years, become a
common furnishing. The
resurgent interest may be
due to the increasing move
toward things with natural
beauty.
lbereiraWthst

plants are very hard to
maintain and need constant
attention. No doubt, all living
thingsneed a certain amount
of water, air and sunshine.
There isno need, however, to
play Beethoven's Fifth
Symphony in order to make
a convary plant grow.
Whether you have a green

thumb or a purplepapershuffling thumb, there are
some common house plants
that require very little attention. Cacti, for example,
are cared for without much
pain at all. Before you scoff
at cacti, look at some. There
are many varieties of cactus,
admemayfeelxiahtat

Good-bye ole Royal
To those wayfaring reporters who have idled on by the
Chanticleer office to type their rakish copy for the paper,
the sight, sound and feel of an old Royal manual
typewriter is well known. It has graced the office work
table ever since the light Royal manual typewriter next to
it went kaput a few years back.
The problem with the neighbor typewriter is old age--a
touch of rheumatism in the keys, the inability to spring
back which results from a stiffening of the joints and the
loss of that youthful agility that hits you right in the shift
key
Well, anyway ole light Royal manual was sent into moth
balls, and dark Royal manual was sent as a replacement.
It did not take long to discover, however, that this new
edition was no spring chicken either. The dark clothing
may have covered over the rust spots and the signs of
advancing old age, but the evidence of its passing youth
was obvious in its performance.
The ribbon began to fade, spark to new life, then fade
again. The return lever began to stick with tenacity, and
with feebleminded forgetfulness ole dark Royal started to
skip.
Alas, it was felt that old dark Royal must be sent into
retirement. After weighty discussions, a new IBM
Selectra was purchased. Ole dark Royal was given its
notice. Those wayfaring reporters do not look upon this
parting as old dark Royal's banishment but rather as their
own reprieve.

overcoming enemies, good
health, money, protecting
the home, etc.

Rush
'

Phi Mu members in skit. On the floor
from- left to right, Melinda Golden,
Athens; Sandy Hidman, Birmingham;

Kay Kinser, Birmingham. standing is
Janet Crowe, Fort Payne. The Jack-i&
the Box is Pat Mountain, Huntsville.

home in your window.
Other plants that require
little effort are rubber trees,
ferns, sago palms and
miniature fruit trees. Most of
these plants are inexpensive
and can be purchased at any
of the local greenhouses and
garden centers.
Terrariums are another
simple, absolutely carefree
way to have plant life at
home. These can be bought,
cr cheaper still, made at
home. There are various
books on how to arrange
tcrrariurns and make them
within the jar.
If you really have time and
need a good hobby, try
African violets. There are
innumerable varieties of
African violets, but all
require attention. When
buying these attractive
plants, avoid those that have
spotted,
stained
or
discolored leaves. These
may indicate pests are
getting to the plants.
Knowing your dealer is an
invaluable asset. Most
greenhouse owners are of
such caliber that they won't
sell infested plants. It may
be a good idea to walk
around a greenhouse before
you buy. You will soon get to
know the owner and get a
feel for the plants.
There is a greenhouse
located at Ayers Hall on the
top floor. There are many
greenhouses
in
the
Jacksonville-Anniston area.

ETS announces test dates
PRINCETON, NEW
JERSEY, September 8.
Students completing teacher
preparation programs may
take the National Teacher
Examinations on any of the
Wee different test dates
announced
today
by
Educational Testing Service,
a nonprofit, educational
organization which prepares
and actministers this testing
program.
New dates for the testing
of prospective teachers are:
TVovember 8,1975, February
Zl, 1976, and July 17,1976. The

( W i 5 Qts. Qllaker state
01- Same R ' i Range Oil)

I

bir gls 7 6 - 5:s
CLOSED WED. 435-9724

tests will be given at nearly teach.
400 locations throughout the
Prospective candidates
United States, ETS said.
hould contact the school
Results of the National systems in which they seek
Teacher Examinations are employment, or their
used by many large school colleges, for specific advice
districts as one of several on which examinations to
factors in the selection of take and on which dates they
new teachers and by several should be taken.
& a t e for certification or
The Bulletin of Inlicensing of teachers. Same
colleges also require all formation for Candidates
seniors preparing to teach to contains a list of test centers,
take the examinations.
and general information
On each full day of testing, about the examinations, as
prpspective teachers may well as a Registration Form.
take
the
Common Copies may be obtained from
E x a m i n a t i o n s which college placement officers,
measure their professional school personnel departpreparation and general ments, or directly from
educational backmound and N a t i o n a l T e a c h e r
an Area ~xamin&on which Examinations, Box 911,
measures their mastery of Educational Testing Service,
the subiect thev ex~eetto Princeton, New Jersey 08540.
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Parliament-Funkadelics take to the stage
"There is nothing harder to stop than
an idea whose time has come to pass .
us is what time it is." ParliamentFunkadelic.
On September 12, ParliamentFunkadelic will be appearing at Mathews
Coliseum at 8:00 p.m. Student admission
will be $3.50 and general admission $4.50.
Whenever Parliament-Funkadelic
takes to the stage something happens: a
mysterious communication between the
group and the audience occurs, not unlike
that between a preacher and his
congregation, each feeding off of the
other for its strength. As this feedback
process grows, the intensity of the
moment seems to heighten, until a
strange unison motion overcomes the
entire building, in time with the back
beat of the music. It has been likened to a
religious experience, but based upon the
gospel of truth-sometimes exaggerated
tb make the point--and a look ataside of
ourselves that we tend to shy away from.
The singers, Parliament, are but
another dimension of the music's
existence, assaulting the visual senses in
the same manner the music attacked
your ears. As one critic put it, "The
members of Parliament parade around
the stage dressed in every conceivable
extension of demented egos, performing

..

crazed rituals above the dark throbbing
of the music." Whatever the appearance,
the song and singers merely mirror the
world we make, mocking our actions
with exaggerated actions of their own.
The show has been compared to the
rehearsed theatrics of Alice Cooper,
Bowie, and Genesis. However, unlike
these performances, the
Parliafunkadelicment Thang, as its been
called, is more closely aligned to the
spontaneous and improvised "blackhumor" of Lenny Bruce, and has been
met with a similar response of disap
proval. Some of what ParliamentFunkadelic does is total nonsense, but all
of it is total entertainment. They simply
do what comes funky.
Many critics saw the band
(Funkadelic) as the new way, a music
that could possible beat the path to a new
awareness that would break down
musical categories and forge a new
musical way. But, like Bruce, the stage
presentations was shockingly bold, and
scared a s many a s it enthused. What
could have become the biggest band of all
time, they reported, had merely become
fool and the gang.
About this time, things began to
happen that created a situation that is
becoming the talk of the industry today,

Parliament-Funkadelics
the dual existance of ParliamentFunkadelic. The members of the band
continued to grow rapidly, plugging in
and turning on to some interesting music,
one step beyond most musics of the day.
Parliament-Funkadelic continues to
move audiences wherever they go,
grinding those innercity beats out like

they've done all along, finding new
friends and followers and retaining old
ones with their hot, humorous and heavy
excursions through the mind. Always
appearing apart-together, ParliamentFunkadelic will continue to do what
they've done to music all along : fun and
funky.

lWtat is the International House?
students here know little or
nothing about the program.
The International House
was begun in 1946 by Dr. J. H.
Jones who served a s its
director 18 years. In the
beginning years, the emphasis was on languages, but
By VICTOR McCARLEY
understanding of cultures
Features Editor
now is the primary concern
As a member of In- today. The first group of
ternational House Program students were from France ,
and in d e a h g with students three females and two males
at Jax State, I find that most here primarily for language
This article appeared in
the Sept. 23,1974 issue of The
Chanticleer. It is being
reprinted to explain the
purpose of the M to those
who missed it the first time
around.

Six continents are represented 'in
Jacksonville State University's International House program this fall.
Getting acquainted on the first day of
school are (seated, from left) Maria

emphasis.
The International House
has had four homes on the
Jacksonville
State
University campus. The first
was a basement classroom
in Bibb Graves Hall-the
c u r r e n t administration
building. Next, there was the
white frame bungalow
located on campus near Bibb
Graves Hall.
In 1953, a m a l l brick
bungalow was built-

verg&a, Chile; Olivia Shao, Taiwan;
(standing, from left) John Edwards,
Australia; Solomon Cardanas, Mexico;
Kristina Erikson, Sweden, and Harrison
Kago, Keyna.

providing offices and dining
facilities. The present International House was
oonstructed in 1964 at a cost
of $350,000 and provides
offices, a social director's
apartment, living rooms,
dining rooms, recreation
facilities, and housing for 40
students.
Currently, there are 40
members of the program-20
American students and 20
foreign students. There are
20 males and 20 females-all
full-time students. In addition, all take part in a wide
variety of activities and
events that provide opport unities for learning
about the culture of the
countries represented.
The International Endowment Foundation is a
non-profit, tax-exempt
organization which has as its
major purpose the financial
support of the International
House Program. It was
through the efforks of this
group that funds were
provided to construct the
first International House in
1953, and the present International House in 1964.
This organization is
responsible for providing
funds for scholarships for 20
foreign students. Twenty
scholarships are awarded
annually-&e to a student

I

from different countries. The
current goal of this group is
to secure enough money to
establish adequate endowment funds ' so that
proceeds can provide the
annual scholarships on a
oontinuing basis.
Additional
financial
contributors include
Jacksonville
State
University, District 686 of
Rotary
International,
Alabama Federation of
Women's Clubs, Anniston
Rotary Clubs, and various
clups
other
Rotary
throughout the state and
from educational and
religious organizations
throughout the state.
The International House
has much to offer any
student wishing to apply.
Culture exchange is very
important to the purpose of
International House. An
American student simply
submits a written application, listing habits,
characteristics, etc., and the
student is "matched" to a
foreign student who the
director feels has similar
Gasoline, Service
Surpassed by None
So. Pelham Plaza
JSU WELCOME
435-9955

traits.
I
In this way, a foreign
student will be able to observe American life at close
range. The program is coed,
and is the only such program
on the Jacksonville State
campus. For additional
details of application, you
should see the present
director of International
House, John R. Stewart.
The cost for the American
students' stay is $104 per
semester. Many students on
campus believe it costs
much more, but it is not the
case. There are, however, a
variety of functions memb g s attend. One each month
there is a formal Dinner
Forum where dinner is
served in the dining room
and guest speakers appear.
There are seminars each
month in the basement
classroom held by the
students for understanding
and discussing of the world's
people and culture.
It can be said that the
International House is a
"Little United Nations."

I Four-mile NowCraftsOm& .Hobbies

Four-mile cmmunity
1
I Hwy 21 Swth of J'ville on
Longshore Drive. Craff and
FOR BEAUTIFUL WEDDING
my Sugplies, b p a g e
and Gifts.
THE
!!:I!\
:FPE
STEWART CLEANERS
435-7116
17 East 11th
~nn'iston 121 East 11th
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Houston Cole L i b r a r y v
Hours and floor arrangement
Undergraduate and
Graduate 80 Hours Library
Schedule.
MondayThursday,
7 :30-10: 30;
Friday: 790-4:30; Saturday,
9:W2:00; Sunday, 3: W9:OO.
Jacksonville
State
University Library has been
arranged by subject areas so
that books-both circulating
and reference-pgiodials,
microforms, and other
nonbook materials can be
found on the same floor. But
the key to the Library, the
Card Catalog, is located on
the Ground Floor.
Jacksonville
State
University Library uses a
dictionary catalog which has
all cards-author,
title,
'subject, and other entriesfilled in one alphabet. When
mrching the Card Catalog
fw materials on a subject,
the call number-which is
found in the upper left hand
corner of the card-as well
asthe author and title should
be noted
Jacksonville
State
University Library has two
classification systemsLibrary of Congress and
Dewey Decimal-and the
Library is in the process of
completely convgting to the
Library
of
Congress
Classification. This results in

.

having two shelving and
classification systems on
each floor.
Ground Floor: Library
arrangement of books,
pkiodicals and microprints
on each floor is by specified
subjects. Card Catalog, local
andnationalnewspapgs, old
and rare books, books onthe
history of Jacksonville State
University and books by
Alabama authors, as well as
the instructional media
center with the vetical file,
film catalogs, and films and
equipment for classroom

use.
2nd Floor: Library of
Congress Classification. Z:
Library
Science
and
Bibliography; A. General
Works-in cludin g en
cydopedias; B: Philosophy,
Psychology, and Religion ;
C: Genealogy.
3rd Floor : Library of
Congress Classificaticm: D.
History-European and
World; E: United States
History; F: Alabama and
regional American History,
Latin
American
and
Canadian Histories; G:
Geography
and
Anthropology; GV: Physical
Education; Dewey 900's.
4th Floor: Library of
Congress Classificath H:

-

.

Business, Finance and
Sociology; J: Political
Science; K: Law; U:
Military Science; V: Naval
Science ; Dewey 300's except
370's.
5th Floor: Library of
Cangress Classification : L:
Education Curriculum
Laboratory for Education
and Library Science Classes,
Dewey 370's.
6th Floor : Library of
Congress Classificaticm. M:
Music; N: Fine Arts; P:
Linguistics; PBPH: Modan
European Languages; PJPL: Oriental, Ooeanic and
African languages and
literature; PN: Literature,
General; Dewey 400's and
700's.
7th Floor : Library of
Congress Classification:
PB: Romance Literatures;
PR: English Literature; PS:
American Literature; PT:
Germanic Literatures; PZ:
Modern Fiction; Dewey
800's.
9th Floor: Library of
Congress Classification; QAQD Mathematics, Physics
and Chemistry; QH-QR:
Biological Sciences; R:
Medicine; RT: Nursing;
Dewey 500's and 610's.
10th Floor: Library of
Congress Classification: S:

~gdculture; T : Technology ;
TX: Home Economics;
Dewey 600's except 610's.
Reference assistance by
librarians as well as book
circulation is available on
each of the floors. To check
out materials, a student
needs to sign the book card
with his name and Social
Security Number, and
present his current identification card. All library
users must display books,
briefcases, and parcels for
inspection when leaving the
library.
Each floor of the
Jacksonville
State
University Library has
pgiodicals and periodical
indexes which support the
subject collection. As an
example, business
pgiodicals index is located
on the 4th floor with the
management, finance,
economics and accounting
periodicals. The main
Serials Record FiIe is
located in the Card Catalog
Room, but on the circulation
desk on each floor is a
Sgials Record File which
covers
that
floor's
pgiodicals. To determine
whether the periodical is
bound or on microfilm, the
library's holdings must be
'

checked in the Serials
Record File which is
arranged alphabetically by
pgiodical title. The Serials
Record Card indicates
microfilm volumes in red

and bound periodicals in blue
or black. Unbound copies of
pgiodicals which are not
marked on the card are
available h m the librarian
at the Circulation Desk.

Helen
(Continued From Page 5,
took notes and tapped lectures into Helen's hands at
Radcliffe.

speak and read French,
German, Latin and Greek.
She lectured in America,
Europe, Japan and Africa.

Because of her quest for
knowledge Helen Keller
never ceased to be interested
in all phases of life. We are
all familiar with her
remarkable life which was
lived under some of the most
severe physical limitations
one could expect to encounter; however, we tend to
dassify Helen Keller as a
deaf-blind person rather
than as a gifted person.

She was the author of nine
books. She served on the
Massachusetts Commission
for the Blind, garted a
000 000 endowment fund
b e r i c a n Foundation

Helen Adams Keller, the
deaf-blindmute child from
Tuscurnbia, Ala. learned to

&

for the Blind, and served her
nation after World War I1 by
working with blind veterans.
Who better exemplifies the
spirit of achievement, or the
spirit of America, than our
own native Alabamian,
Helen Adams Keller?

WELCOME T O J'VILLE
Dear Customer,

SUPERVA LU

We realize that in the ,st you have had delays in cashing checks, due to the need of properly
checking identification, this checking was necessary to insure our not taking a fraudulent check.
We are sorry for this inconvenience. We are now in the process of establishing a new check cashing
procedure which will eliminate these problems.

Students Be Sure And

We would like to furnish you with a courtesy card which will identify you as one of our valued
regular customers. This card will enable you to cash your checks in this store without question.

Come By To Apply For

To do this we need certain information from you. Within a few days we will supply you with an
applicationform to be filled out by you, and returned to us.

Courtesy Check Cashing

If approved, you will receive your card in a few days.

We hope you realize this procedure will also help us, in our constant striving to guarantee you the
lowest total food bill in Jacksonville.

Sincerely,

CLOSED SUNDAYS
4S0 a.m.

- 1:W a.m.

Your Store Manager

